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→ Please note:
All options offered are available exclusively to exhibitors
at the IAA Car Show 2015 (regardless of whether they are
in the New Mobility World or in one of the other halls or in
the outdoor areas) as additional options.
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IAA Car Show 2015
Frankfurt am Main,
17 to 27 September

Additional
participation options
The New Mobility World is the cross-industry platform for intensive interchange between vehicle producers, ITC providers, energy suppliers and
service providers on the one hand, and local government, town planners,
traffic systems experts and investors on the other. The central location of
Hall 3.1 within the IAA and a diverse choice of settings provide the perfect
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→ See price list for

900,000 visitors to the

As well as general participation in the shape of an individual show stand

IAA, 35% of whom are

or a full service package in one of the theme parks, there are other parti-

exhibition space /

trade visitors, and around

cipation options that can play a supporting role to your main appearance:

theme parks

12,000 press representatives
guarantee adequate exposure
and media response.

Whether your aim is strengthening your brand locally or a far-reaching
presentation format for your current products and solutions, as an exhibitor you can put together your perfect communication mix from a broad
range of choices.
→ The Action Areas of the New Mobility World offer a

wide selection of possibilities:
The Forum with its Show Stage provides the most prominent platform for
presenting your own topics.
In the B2B Area, all kinds of event are conceivable. In that way you can
save on an individual stand space if you wish because the spaces in the
B2B Area can also be booked for half or whole days.
→ The Test Track is aimed at suppliers of two and three-wheeler vehicles,
while the directly adjacent Lounge provides the perfect surroundings for
additional brand promotion activities.

The name says it – Integration of contemporary
communication channels
The New Mobility World also offers a broad spectrum of participation
options with far-reaching communication possibilities based on the available media and ITC technologies. And there is a particular focus on the
integration of web-based information and social media platforms.

Additional participation options
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The Action Areas

FORUM
The centrally located Forum with its large show stage forms the centrepiece of the New Mobility World. It is also home to the official media
partners of the New Mobility World. There is a glass-walled TV studio for
producing a wide variety of reports and clips. Viewable editing rooms offer
visitors an insight into the exciting world of media production and at the
same time provide media partners with the facility for handling and distributing the latest news and information as quickly as possible.

udio

TV-St

Gläse
rn
Redak e
tion

Showbühne
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Show stage

Up to 500 visitors
can watch the show stage
programme
The Show Stage is the highlight of the New Mobility World. As an information and entertainment platform set up as a special interest TV channel, it
will be the beating heart of the New Mobility World for the full 13 days.
It will present a diverse and interesting programme throughout the day
and keep visitors informed at first hand of all the important news on the
hot topics of personal transport. The programme will be developed by an
experienced team of editors and will take special account of the interests of
the various target groups.
On the first four days, the emphasis will be on intercommunication between
the assembled experts from the industries, research establishments and
public organisations involved. For the public days, the topics and formats
will be adapted accordingly.
There will be news, magazine and advice formats. Interviews and debates
will address the most interesting and current issues. The entertainment
will be in the form of prize competitions and draws, short shows and celebrity spots.
As well as the independent, editorially controlled contributions of the event
organiser and the official media partners, New Mobility World exhibitors and
partners will also have the opportunity to purchase time slots. In that way
they can significantly expand the reach of their communications and generate greater awareness of their own activities.

€

Prime time

Pre- & post-prime time

11:00 - 17:00 – for all show days
Time slot – 1 x 20min

8,000.–

Time slot – 1 x 10min

4,000.–

from 9:00 - 11:00 and 17:00 - 19:00 for all show days
Time slot – 1 x 20min

5,000.–

Time slot – 1 x 10min

2,000.–

Additional participation options
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The Action Areas

B2B Area

→ Please note: admittance is only for partners and exhibitors and their guests

On all thirteen days of the event, the B2B Area is the place for detailed
exchanges with trade experts. A high-quality design concept with full-service
catering provides the appropriate backdrop.
Exhibitors and partners are invited to make use of these attractive and highly
functional surroundings for their own event activities.
The B2B Area is the place for
discussions, meetings, trade events
such as symposia, conferences or
expert workshops.

The available infrastructure offers the perfect setting for practically any
occasion. Evening events running alongside the show are also welcome in
the B2B Area. The New Mobility Club offers an especially exclusive location in
that regard.
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→ The design concept
The pared-down, minimalistic design stands indistinct contrast with the
brand world in the exhibition area. The clear zoning creates clarity and
makes for easy orientation. High-quality furniture, carefully selected
materials and an innovative lighting concept create a pleasant and communicative atmosphere in all parts of the B2B Area.

→ The full-service catering
The entire B2B Area is professionally looked after by an experienced
conference management team starting well in advance of the IAA. During the event, the information and registration desk will be permanently
staffed by the event organiser. Reservation enquiries will be possible at
any time and even at short notice.
All areas will be looked after by professional event caterers. Provision of
conference beverages is obligatory.
The entire B2B Area has access to high-speed internet (WiFi with LAN as
back-up). All rooms have the very latest presentation equipment.

→ Lobby
Cleverly designed zoning
in the open-plan lobby allows
undisturbed
coexistence and thus meets the
requirements of the different
discussion situations.

Additional participation options
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→ Meeting and conference rooms

Whether for a small group meeting, a presentation to a large audience
or holding a workshop, the right spaces are available for every kind of
occasion.
By experts for experts. That is the banner under which we are inviting
partners and exhibitors to make use of the conference and presentation
facilities in the B2B Area. A separate lecture zone offers space for up to 200
people and is the ideal setting for trade conferences or symposia.
→ Speaker's Corner

The Speaker's Corner area is the first choice for small and, above all, short
events and presentation formats and can be separated off from the lobby.

→ demo stand
There is a strictly limited number of presentation areas available in the lobby for product
presentation. Some wall areas
offer space for advertising.
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B2B Area prices
€

Auditorium

Workshop area
Conference room
Meeting room

Up to 200 persons, whole day

50,000.–

Up to 200 persons, half day
(morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

30,000.–

50 persons, per day

10,000.–
6,000.–

30sqm, 20 persons, per day
9sqm, 6 persons – duration of show

1,500.–

Whole day
Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

Demo area

1,000.–

Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)
Open-plan area, 8 persons – duration of show

Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

demo stand

600.–
12,000.–
1,400.–

Whole day

Table

800.–
10,000.–

12sqm – duration of show
Whole day

Corner couches

15,000.–

Open-plan area, 4 persons – duration of show

800.–
5,000.–

Whole day

600.–

Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

400.–
7,000.–

In the lobby – duration of show

New Mobility Club in the B2B Area
The New Mobility Club is an exclusive venue –
comparable with a first class lounge at an airport.
It is a quiet area for retiring from the bustle of the show
or a pleasant escape for one-to-one discussions. A sophisticated hospitality concept furnishes members with gourmet delights throughout the day in
a refined atmosphere.
Membership is only open to exhibitors, is strictly limited and is exclusively
by invitation from the event organiser.
€

New Mobility Club

Membership for full duration of the IAA
Permanent admittance for member and one guest

Additional participation options

2,800.–

New Mobility World // IAA Cars 2015
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Test track
In the exhibition area there will be a test track for trying out and testing
the various two and three-wheeled vehicles.
Its position in the immediate vicinity of the Electric Vehicle Plaza
allows exhibitors to combine product presentation with test
drives for show visitors.

→ Reservation
Visitors can reserve their test slot via the New Mobility World website or
the New Mobility World app. It will also be possible to register for a test
drive at the event.

→ Handling
A central and professionally staffed registration and check-in desk will
guarantee that the process runs smoothly.
A smart operation concept enables constantly high utilisation of the test
track, while two pit lanes enable trouble-free entry and exit and smooth
running.
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The use of the latest IT and communications technology offers visitors a
unique live experience:
→ Connected Vehicle
All vehicles on the test track are identified via a transponder chip a can be permanently tracked on multimedia screens and the New Mobility World app.
→ Product information
The most important information on the available vehicles is also retrievable via the app at any time. That makes it much easier for visitors to
identify the products they are interested in.
→ Visibility
Cameras record the activities on the test track and an editorial team
feeds the multimedia screens with the most interesting live pictures.
More information on the products shown can be displayed, thus increasing advertising value and encouraging viewers to join in and try out the
products.

Additional participation options
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Prices
New Mobility Test Track, indoors
(two and three-wheeled vehicles only)
€

L PACKAGE

10 vehicles plus pit, 20sqm

20,000.–

M PACKAGE

6 vehicles plus counter, 12sqm

10,000.–

S PACKAGE

2 vehicles plus display, 6sqm

Barrier advertising

Barrier advertising, per linear metre inc. production

6,000.–
250.–

Prices
New Mobility Test Track, outdoors
(two and three-wheeled vehicles only)
€

L PACKAGE

10 vehicles, 20sqm, stand area

10,000.–

M PACKAGE

6 vehicles, 12sqm, stand area

8,000.–

S PACKAGE

2 vehicles, 6sqm, stand area

4,000.–

Barrier advertising

Barrier advertising, per linear metre inc. production

Prices for e-cars on request
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Lounge
For visitors to the New Mobility World there is a lounge set up directly
adjacent to the test track. An appealing selection of gastronomic fare
(for purchase), free WiFi and generously proportioned seating will keep
visitors in the New Mobility World for longer.
Here, exhibitors and partners can further increase the visibility of their
brands by means of selected sponsoring opportunities.

Additional participation options
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Brand Tower
The Action Areas of the New Mobility World offer extensive possibilities
for brand promotion and generating widespread awareness of the most
important highlights.
Brand tower, 5 or 3.5 metre high elliptical columns provide the facility for
distinctively promoting the visibility of your brand.
→ Permanent branding
Especially for exhibitors whose main presence is in the other halls of the
IAA, this is a way of massively increasing awareness of their brand. The
integration of web-based information screens in the towers (large and

Large

medium only) allows you to disseminate information on your activities in
real time and to constantly update the screen content.
Prominent placement in the Action Areas of the New Mobility World. The
locations will be decided after discussing theme assignment
with the partner.

Small

Brand Tower prices
€

Large
Medium
Small

5 metres high, includes 2 x 60" screens and media players, plus graphics

25,000.–

3.5 metres high, includes 2 x 42" screens and media players, plus graphics

15,000.–

3.5 metres high, includes graphics

10,000.–
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Multimedia/TV/
Web/Social media
Omnipresent info screens and multimedia installations inform visitors
about all activities in the New Mobility World and are constantly updated
by a "live tweet" ticker.

THE CONTENT
→ Programme preview
The most important programme highlights will be trailed at frequent
intervals.
→ Current
The most interesting headlines will be permanently displayed on a ticker
tape on the screens.
→ Live streaming
The most important presentations on the show stage will be streamed
live via the New Mobility World website.
→ Roving reporter
Mobile camera teams will capture what is going on in the other halls in
the exhibition centre and report on the most interesting novelties and
activities at the IAA throughout the day in news segments on the show
stage.
→ Social media
The large programme screens will display the different media formats at
the New Mobility World using split-screen technology.
That means that it will be possible to report on the New Mobility World
practically in real time via Facebook and Twitter.

Additional participation options
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Multimedia Advertising Package in Action Areas
Three different packages are available: practically all visitors to the New
Mobility World will be reached. A particular highlight is the first
appearance at the IAA of the Tweetwall:
Tweets from exhibitors, show visitors and your company will present exclusive opinions and information, creating a real-time virtual forum.

→ Most important features of the Tweetwall:
– Strategic visibility of your own messages
–	Increases footfall to your stand
–	Exhibitor hash tag: #NMWSponsor
– Colour-coded tweets for unique identification
– Visitor retweets can be manually followed and filtered

→ Forum
–	Info screen (with Tweetwall ticker) in entrance area near to
information desk (approx. 2.5 x 5 metres)
–	Programme screens throughout Forum area (60" panels)
–	Info screen on side walls of Forum
(2 x approx. 1 x 8 metres)
→ B2B Area
–	Info screen (with Tweetwall ticker) in entrance area near to
registration desk (approx. 2.5 x 5 metres)
–	Programme screens throughout public area inside the
B2B Area (60" panels)
–	Info screen on outside walls of B2B Area (2 x approx. 1 x 8 metres)
→ Test Track
–	Info screen (with Tweetwall ticker) in registration and
check-in area (approx. 2.5 x 5 metres)
–	Programme screens alongside the track (60" panels)
–	Info cubes over the track (approx. 3 x 3 metres)
→ Lounge
–	Programme screens throughout Lounge area (60" panels)
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Multimedia Advertising Package
Prices
€

Large

Services
Exclusive: projection area showing forum show stage:
–	Three-minute advertorials in programme interludes, twice a day
Big screens:
–	Twitterwall: 10 tweets an hour each day
– Sponsor branding on all big screens in the New Mobility World
On all info screens and big screens:
– 30-second clip once an hour between 9.00 and 19:00
– 15-second clip twice an hour between 09:00 and 19:00
–	Three-minute advertorials three times a day between
09:00 and 19:00
–	Logo on all info screens

39,500.–

General
–	TV studio branding in Forum
– Sponsor branding on selected information boards in the
New Mobility World
–	Banner on www.newmobilityworld.com

Medium

Services
Big screens:
–	Twitterwall: 5 tweets an hour each day
– Sponsor branding on all big screens in the New Mobility World
On all info screens and big screens:
– 30-second clip once an hour between 9.00 and 19:00
– 15-second clip twice an hour between 09:00 and 19:00
–	Three-minute advertorials three times a day between
09:00 and 19:00
–	Logo on all info screens

25,000.–

General
–	Banner on www.newmobilityworld.com

Small

Services
Big screens:
–	Twitterwall: 2 tweets an hour each day
On all info screens and big screens:
– 10-second clip twice an hour between 09:00 and 19:00
–	Logo on all info screens
General
–	Banner on www.newmobilityworld.com

Additional participation options

9,500.–

→ Note:
Design and production
of the clips and advertorials
is available on request.
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Sponsoring
→ General New Mobility World sponsoring
–	Lanyards
–	Bags
–	Direction signs
–	Hall plans

→ LOUNGE Sponsoring
–	Exclusive overall sponsoring
–	Partial sponsoring (drinks, equipment, furniture, etc.)

→ EVENT Sponsoring
Side events in the Action Areas:
– FORUM (opening event, after-show party, live acts, etc.)
–	B2B AREA (happy hour; PR events, expert talks, etc.)
–	TEST TRACK (demonstration drives, stunt shows, etc.)
–	LOUNGE (lifestyle product presentations, fashion shows, etc.)

→ SHOW STAGE
–	Programme formats from media partners (powered by ...)
–	Prize draws and competitions be the event organiser

Sponsoring prices
Prices for all sponsoring options available on request.
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Special events
Whether exclusive top management events in the B2B Area or stage
shows in the Forum for the public, the New Mobility World offers the
perfect environment for supporting events.
The infrastructure of the Action Areas is designed for a broad diversity of
possible uses. Scalability and flexibility have been considered from the
outset.
Whether during the official show opening hours or afterwards as an
exclusive evening venue, the short distances combined with removal
from the busy goings-on outside the exhibition centre grounds are an
added logistical benefit for guests and event promoters that should not
be underestimated.

Special event prices
Prices available on request.
(Complete packages including design and full service possible)

Additional participation options
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Configurator

You can put together your individual
show package here.
Show stage
Prime time

Pre- & post-prime time

Workshop area
Conference room
Meeting room

Time slot – 1 x 20min

8,000.–

Time slot – 1 x 10min

4,000.–

Time slot – 1 x 20min

5,000.–

Time slot – 1 x 10min

2,500.–

50,000.–

Up to 200 persons, half day
(morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

30,000.–

50 persons, per day

10,000.–

30sqm, 20 persons, per day
9sqm, 6 persons – duration of show

12sqm – duration of show

Open-plan area, 8 persons – duration of show

Quantity

Total

6,000.–
15,000.–
800.–
10,000.–
600.–
12,000.–
1,400.–

Whole day
Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)
Open-plan area, 4 persons – duration of show

800.–
5,000.–

Whole day

600.–

Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

400.–

In the lobby – duration of show

New Mobility Club in the B2B Area
New Mobility Club

Total

1,000.–

Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

Demo stand

Quantity

1,500.–

Whole day

Table

€

Up to 200 persons, whole day

Half day (morning 09:00 - 13:00; afternoon 14:00 - 18:00)

Corner couches

Total

from 9:00 - 11:00 and 17:00 - 19:00 for all show days

Whole day

Demo area

Quantity

11:00 - 17:00 – for all show days

B2B Area
Auditorium

€

Membership for full duration of the IAA
Permanent admittance for member and one guest
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7,000.–

€
2,800.–
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New Mobility Test Track, indoors

€

L PACKAGE

10 vehicles plus pit, 20sqm

20,000.–

M PACKAGE

6 vehicles plus counter, 12sqm

10,000.–

S PACKAGE

2 vehicles plus display, 6sqm

Barrier advertising

Quantity

Total

Quantity

Total

6,000.–

Barrier advertising, per linear metre inc. production

250.–

New Mobility Test Track, outdoors

€

L PACKAGE

10 vehicles, 20sqm, stand area

10,000.–

M PACKAGE

6 vehicles, 12sqm, stand area

8,000.–

S PACKAGE

2 vehicles, 6sqm, stand area

4,000.–

Barrier advertising

Special
events &
sponsoring

Barrier advertising, per linear metre inc. production

150.–

Prices for e-cars on request
Brand Tower
Large
Medium
Small

€

5 metres high, includes 2 x 60" screens and media players, plus graphics

25,000.–

3.5 metres high, includes 2 x 42" screens and media players, plus graphics

15,000.–

3.5 metres high, includes graphics

10,000.–

Multimedia Advertising Package

€

Large

For services, see page 17

39,500.–

Medium

For services, see page 17

25,000.–

Small

For services, see page 17

9,500.–

Theme parks

€

Own stand

Quantity

Total

Quantity

Total

Quantity

Total

Total area:

Selected theme park
Participation package

Additional participation options
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Hall 3.1

The New Mobility World will be set up in Hall 3.1.
The central location guarantees high visitor footfall.
Prominent large-area advertising around the exhibition centre
grounds will place this IAA highlight firmly in the minds of
show visitors.

Connected Car
Pavilion

Electric Vehicle
Plaza

Urban Solution
Market

App Planet

Silicon Valley
Innovators Lab

Consulting &
Venture Capital
District

6 theme parks allow exhibitors to configure their participation options on the basis of variably dimensioned participation
packages.
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CONTACT

Projektbüro New Mobility World
c/o CommCode GmbH & Co. KG
Uwe Ansorge
Tel + 49  (0) 81 52-99 88 346
Fax + 49  (0) 81 52-99 88 347
info@newmobilityworld.com
www.newmobilityworld.com
Postal address:
Projektbüro New Mobility World
c/o CommCode GmbH & Co. KG
Schloss Seefeld (Hochschloss)
82229 Seefeld

A project of the

and

